The VCP is a space saving, affordable, self-contained compaction system for weekly volume of 100 cu. yds. or more of trash. Instead of wind blown containers, the VCP controls housekeeping, deters short dumpers and vermin while reducing pilferage and refuse costs.
The Vertical Compactor Series has been engineered to provide many years of reliable service. The heavy-duty structural steel components are welded by certified technicians and tested to ensure liquid retention and high compaction forces.

The Vertical ComPactor or “VCP,” an affordable, self-contained compaction system for situations where space is limited, roll-off collection is unavailable or load versatility is desired.

BENEFITS:
- Completely 100% UL Approved
- Feed Door Automatically locks
- “3-Way Safety First” Safety/Security Interlock
- Oversized Feed baffle eliminates trash on the platen

OPERATIONAL MODE DESCRIPTION:
1. Insert key: Operator inserts the key then turns it to the “ON” position.
2. Engage the start button: this allows the platen to ascend from the locked mid-point position to the up and ready-for-loading position. The feed door can now be opened and the unit is ready for loading.
3. Closing the door automatically cycles the machine and returns the platen to the mid-point position, maintaining pressure on the material while decreasing material Spring Back.

OPTIONS:
- Oil Heater
- Chute Feed Installation
- Odor Deodorizer System
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